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What is an Array?
• An array is a fixed size sequential collection of elements of identical types.

• A multidimensional array is treated as an array of arrays.

• Let a be a k-dimensional array; the elements of a can be accessed using 
the following syntax:

a [ i1 ] [ i2 ]…[ ik ]

The following loop stores 0 into each location in two dimensional array A :

int row, column;
int A[3][4];
for (row = 0; row < 3; row++) 
{
for (column = 0; column < 4; column++)

{ 
A[row][column] = 0; 

}
} 



Definition of a Multidimensional Array

• One-dimensional arrays are linear containers.
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Two-Dimensional Array



Storage Allocation



Array size

• In a matrix which is defined as

a[upper0] [upper1]…[uppern-1],

the number of items is:

Example: What is the number of items in a[20][20][1]?

upperi

i=0

n-1

Õ



Memory Storage

• There are two types of placement for multidimensional 
arrays in memory:
• Row major ordering

• Column major ordering

Example: In an array which is defined as  A[upper0][upper1], if the 
memory address of A[0][0] is α, then what is the memory address of
A[i][0] (according to row major ordering)?



Memory Storage

• There are two types of placement for multidimensional 
arrays in memory:
• Row major ordering

• Column major ordering

Example: In an array which is defined as  A[upper0][upper1], if the 
memory address of A[0][0] is α, then what is the memory address of
A[i][0] (according to row major ordering)?

a + i*upper1



Memory Storage

• For a three-dimensional array A[upper0][upper1][upper2]

what is the memory storage like?

• Example: char y[2][2][4]

• What is the memory address of y[1][1][3] if the memory 
address of y[0][0][0] α?

which slice? which row? which column?



Memory Storage

The memory address of a[i][0][0] is:

if the memory address of a[0][0][0] is α. Therefore, the memory 
address of a[i][j][k] becomes:

The memory address of a[i0] [i1] [i2]…[in-1] is:

a + i*upper1 *upper2

a + i*upper1 *upper2 + j *upper2 + k
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Pointers and Multi-dimensional Arrays
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